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Abstract The phase of sound waves in a strong ultrasonic wave is simulated using the 
Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov equation， which is solved as a transform巴dbeam equation using the 
Richtmyer method. The simulation is applied to a parametric speaker using amplitude modulation and 
self-demodulation with a circular configuration. The characteristics of the gen巴ratedaudio wavefoロnare 
comp紅巳dwith those of plane and spherical ones. The phase of the generated waveform is different from those 
of plane and spherical waves. However，出egenerated wav巴formshows similar characteristics to those of a 
spherical one within a few degrees ofthe sound axis. This similarity decreases with increasing distance企omthe 
axis， and the phas巴convergesto that of a plane wav巴 Fromthe viewpoint of the phase， th巴audiowaveform 
E巴neratedby the parametric sp巴紘ercan be reg紅白das a narrow wave gen巴rat巴dat a virtual po凶tsource 































ラメ トリックビー ムにおける KZK方程式に基づく TBEで
記述できる。 (9)
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T(Tp，C，σ)=エ[gn('乙σ)sin nT p + hn (.乙σ)cosnTp]
(11) 
するとスピーカー表面では
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変調と し、 キャ リア角周波数ω。、変調角周波数ωγ 変
調度Aとすると、音源音圧は
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超音波中心周波数 40 (kHz) 
(キャリア周波数)
変調波周波数
( 1次パラメトリック 1kHz 
発生音周波数)
変調度 1 
音源半径 6 (cm) 
音源音圧 115 (dB S. P. し)
音速 345 (m/s) 







レイ リー 長Rdm 131 (cm) 
衝撃波形成距離Xsm 10. 28 (cm) 
規格化衝撃波形成距離σDm 0.0784 
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